MLD7020
LASER VIDEO DISC PLAYER

PROMOTIONAL HIGHLIGHTS

- Automatic Disc loading and detection of type of disc.
- Plays 12 inch CLV and CAV laser discs.
- Plays both sided of two sided Laser Discs automatically going from side A to side B.
- Plays 8 inch single Laser Discs.
- Plays 5 inch CD discs without adapter, (Compact Discs, Audio-only)
- Special Play Features
  
  Programmed playback of up to 24 Laser Disc chapters in any sequence
  
  Random playback of discs that have a Table of Contents
  
  Eight different modes of REPEAT playback
  
  8 second Hi-Lite Scan, one minute after the beginning of each audio track on a CD or CDV
  
  8 second Introduction Scan from the beginning of each chapter of a Laser Disc
  
  8 second Introduction Scan from the beginning of each audio track of a CDV
  
  Still frame and frame by frame advance on both CAV and CLV Laser Discs
  
  Variable playback direction or speed

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

VIDEO CHARACTERISTICS:

FORMAT
NTSC Specifications

HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION
425 lines

AUDIO CHARACTERISTICS
4Hz - 20,000Hz

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
Better than 110dB (A weighted)

DYNAMIC RANGE
Better than 99dB, (1kHz)

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION
0.0013% (1kHz)

WOW AND FLUTTER
Unmeasurable (Quartz Accuracy)

OUTPUTS
S and Composite

POWER CONSUMPTION
58 watts

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

HEIGHT: 7-5/8” (19.4cm)
WIDTH: 17-1/2” (44.5cm)
DEPTH: 20” (50.8cm)

NET WEIGHT: 36lbs. (10Kg)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 54lbs. (17.2Kg)